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Taxonomies embody formalized knowledge and define aggregations between concepts/catego-
ries in a given domain, facilitating the organization of the data andmaking the contents easily ac-
cessible to the users. Since taxonomies have significant roles in data annotation, search and
navigation, they are often carefully engineered. However, especially in domains, such as news,
where content dynamically evolves, they do not necessarily reflect the content knowledge.
Thus, in this paper, we ask and answer, in the positive, the following question: “is it possible
to efficiently and effectively adapt a given taxonomy to a usage context defined by a corpus of
documents?”
In particular, we recognize that the primary role of a taxonomy is to describe or narrate the natural
relationships between concepts in a given document corpus. Therefore, a corpus-aware adaptation
of a taxonomy should essentially distill the structure of the existing taxonomy by appropriately seg-
menting and, if needed, summarizing this narrative relative to the content of the corpus. Based on
this key observation, we propose A Narrative Interpretation of Taxonomies for their Adaptation
(ANITA) for re-structuring existing taxonomies to varying application contexts and we evaluate
the proposed scheme using different text collections. Finally we provide user studies that show
that the proposed algorithm is able to adapt the taxonomy in a new compact and understandable
structure.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
While there aremany strategies for organizing text documents, hierarchical categorization— usually implemented through a pre-
determined taxonomical structure — is often the preferred choice. In a taxonomy-based information organization, each category in
the hierarchy can index text documents that are relevant to it, facilitating the user in the navigation and access to the available con-
tents. For example, many on-line news aggregators, such as Google News,1 Yahoo News,2 and educational web sites, such as NSDL3
(Fig. 1), present resources in hierarchical structures to help the user locate resources relevant to her interests.
Despite their many advantages as navigation support structures, taxonomies also have certain disadvantages. A key disadvan-
tage is that, for a document collection whose content changes over time, a given initial taxonomymay soon loose its effectiveness
in guiding users to relevant documents. In such cases, we can either rely on a domain expert that provides a new taxonomy or
consider and revise the existing taxonomy in the light of the new data. In this paper, we aim to address this second alternative.
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In particular, we propose a novel method for distilling a taxonomical domain categorization from an existing one, within the con-
text of a given set of text documents that have to be represented and indexed by it.
1.1. Taxonomy adaptation
A taxonomy can be adapted to a new context in many ways. One approach would be to start from a very rich taxonomy and,
for each context, identify taxonomy nodes that are not relevant to the current context and eliminate them to obtain a reduced
taxonomy consisting of nodes that are contextually relevant. While being simple, this approach assumes that there is broad initial
taxonomy, which can be reduced effectively to various different contexts. Researchers, such as [1], have noticed that to capture
new contexts, richer adaption strategies, including ones allowing subtrees to move within the given taxonomy, may be needed.
In an educational system, for example, this can occur when an initial scientific taxonomy that includes the concept “entropy”
under ““thermodynamics” is used for managing a collection of computer science documents. In this case, due to the content of
the collection, it may make sense to move the concept “entropy” under “information theory”. Intuitively, this is due to the fact
that knowledge is rarely hierarchical and a given concept may be linked to many others (Fig. 2). Thus, knowledge can be hierar-
chically organized in different ways by focusing on those relationships that are most relevant in a given context.
The challenge is that in many cases we do not have access to the underlying knowledge graph, but are given an initial taxon-
omy which is nothing but a single hierarchical-organization of the underlying knowledge graph corresponding to the initial con-
text. Therefore, a contextually relevant adaptation of the initial taxonomy needs to discover the “missing relationships” and distill a
new and more contextually appropriate structure from the initial taxonomy, possibly also removing concepts that are redundant
in the considered context.
1.2. Desiderata
Let us be given an initial taxonomical hierarchy, H(N,E), a document corpus, D, and a target taxonomy size, k≤ |N|. The goal is
to identify a new taxonomy, H′(N′,E′), where |N′|=k, the concepts in H′ come from the concepts in H, and the following desid-
erata are best satisfied.
1.2.1. Desideratum 1: coverage
H′ should reflect the content of the corpus, D. In other words, users should associate as many documents in the given corpus as
possible with the nodes of the taxonomy.
Fig. 1. A scientific categorization example (used by NSF's National Science Digital Library web site, http://nsdl.org, to organize digital resources.
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1.2.2. Desideratum 2: redundancy
The nodes of the adapted taxonomy, H′, should be as distinct as possible and should discriminate the documents in the corpus.
This would minimize redundant associations of the documents to the nodes of the taxonomy and, thus, help improve the orga-
nization of the documents in the corpus.
1.2.3. Desideratum 3: specificity
If new concept labels need to be introduced (by possibly combining the concepts in H) during the adaptation, then given two
alternative adaptations which provide similar coverage and redundancy, the one which present the least ambiguous concept la-
bels to the user is more desirable.
1.3. Contributions of this paper
In this paper, we propose “A Narrative Interpretation for Taxonomy Adaptation (ANITA),” a novel distillation approach for adapt-
ing existing taxonomies to varying application contexts. As we formally define in Section 3.1.1, we view a given taxonomy as a
narrative mechanism introducing the (hierarchical) relationships of the relevant concepts. This alternative view, which constrains
the knowledge representation into a one-dimensional ordering of concepts (with possible repetitions) helps segment the given
taxonomy into groups of concepts that are similar to each other (and thus not discriminative) within the given context. Fig. 3 pro-
vides an example visualizing how ANITA adapts a taxonomy based on the context defined by a given collection of documents. In
this example, most children of “chemistry”, except for “biochemistry”, have been unclassified because they are found to be unnec-
essary within the context of the NSF data set (described in Section 3.3.2). In contrast, the four children of “economics” have been
collapsed into a single category node since in the given document context they are found to be useful, but not sufficiently distin-
guished from each other.
The specific contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Narrative view of a taxonomy: as described in Section 3.1.1, we transform each category in the original taxonomy into a sentence
by associating to each concept a vector of weighted terms extracted from the current corpus. Then, we order these sentence-
vectors (Section 3.1.2) in such a way to reflect both the semantical relationships among the categories and the structural con-
straints expressed by the hierarchy.
• Segmentation of the narrative: this narrative, which preserves the structure of the taxonomy (e.g., structural-relationships be-
tween the concepts), is then segmented based on a narrative-development analysis, highlighting where the narrative signifi-
cantly drifts from one concept-topic to another (Section 3.2).
• Re-construction (or distillation) of an adapted taxonomy based on the segmentation results: the resulting narrative segments (each
describing a group of concepts/categories that collectively act as a single topic) are re-organized into a hierarchical structure,
linking each concept-segment to others that are structurally related to it (Section 3.3).
The result of this process is a contextually-relevant adapted taxonomy, where details are highlighted where they matter, sup-
pressed where they do not support the context and re-organized to be more adherent to the considered context. In this paper, we
extend our preliminary work in [2], where we presented the outlines of the narrative-based approach to dynamically adapt tax-
onomies to varying domains, and we propose alternative distance-preserving ordering approaches that lead to narratives of dif-
ferent structures. In Section 3.3.2, we evaluate the impact of these different narrative structures on the qualities of the resulting
Fig. 2. The possible categorizations of the concept “Entropy” proposed by the Wikipedia categorization system. The concept can be related to different concepts
depending on the focus of interest.
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adaptations. Section 3.3.2 also includes (a) comparisons of the ANITA approach with other alternative methods on different data
sets and (b) results from user studies.
2. Related work
Text collections, growing in number and size, are creating new challenges within the data mining community about their or-
ganization, summarization, and presentation to the users through extracted hierarchical categorizations.
Ontologies andhierarchical categorizations,when available, can play significant roles in theorganization and summarization of data.
Consider, for example, snippet generation: today,mostmajor search engines display search results as a ranked list, accompanied by the
page titles and small text fragments, or snippets that summarize the content relative to the search keywords. However, statistically gen-
erated snippets are not always representative of the documents' contents or related to the query intention andmanyworks tried to op-
timize their generation [3,4]. In particular, [4] showed that relying on a background ontology for deriving the possible senses a query
might have and for selecting the sense that is most likely to represent the query intention, may improve snippet generation.
(a) Original taxonomy fragment
(b) Adapted taxonomy fragment
Fig. 3. (a) Scientific taxonomy fragment extracted from DMOZ (accessible at the link http://www.dmoz.org/) and (b) its adaptation based on the context defined
by the NSF data set (described in Section 3.3.2).
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Alternatively, the hierarchy may not be an input of the process, but may be created on-demand to organize the results. [5,6], for
example, focus on generation of hierarchies in order to organize documents retrieved by a search engine. Similarly, in [7], authors pro-
pose a hierarchical clustering algorithm to build a topic hierarchy for a collection of documents retrieved in response to a query.
While in this paper, and the rest of this section, we focus on works related to extraction, adaptation, and use of hierarchical
organizations for the purpose of organization and presentation of text corpora, we also note that hierarchical organizations can
be beneficial not only for organizing documents, but also queries themselves. For example, [8] relies on hierarchical organization
of queries for efficient filtering of document streams. Authors propose a two-stage model for information filtering of document
streams.
The first “topic filtering” stage quickly filters out the most likely irrelevant documents based on term-based profiles. The second,
“pattern taxonomy” based stage, on the other hand, structures query patterns into a taxonomybased on subset relationships and uses
this pattern taxonomy to solve the problem of overload during real-time filtering of document streams.
2.1. Automatic extraction of hierarchies
In the literature, many authors tried to automatically extract hierarchical categorizations from text corpora.
[9] presents an overview about themanymethodologies that have been proposed to automatically extract structured information
from texts (reporting also procedures and metrics for quantitative evaluations). In [10] authors present an unsupervised method to
automatically derive from a set of documents a hierarchical organization of concepts (salient words and phrases extracted from the
documents), using co-occurrence information. [11] organized the extracted concepts by analyzing the syntactic dependencies of the
terms in the considered text corpus. [12] also considers multiple and heterogeneous sources of evidence to improve the taxonomical
relations between the selected terms.Manymethods rely on preliminary supervised operations to limit the noise in the retrieved con-
cepts: in [13], the user sketches a preliminary ontology for a domain by selecting the vocabulary associated to the desired elements in
the ontology (this phase is called lexicalisation).
One way to extract hierarchies is to apply hierarchical clustering on the hierarchy along with the documents. In [14], the cen-
troids of each class are used as the initial seeds and then a projected clustering method is applied to build the hierarchy. In [15] a
linear discriminant projection is applied to the data first and then the hierarchical clustering method UPGMA [16] is exploited to
generate a binary tree. [17] applies a divisive hierarchical clustering: authors generate a taxonomy where each node is associated
to a list of categories. [18] associates word distribution conditioned on classes to each node: the method uses a variance of the EM
algorithm to cluster nodes. Similarly, [19] presents a method in which concepts are probabilistically modeled. The probabilistic
classes are organized in hierarchies by relying on the KL divergence measure between the probability distributions associated
to the concepts.
In the last few years, with the increase of semi-structured information repositories, many other authors tried to leverage the
information guided by these sources to reduce the imprecision in the retrieved hierarchies: for example, in [20,21], authors have
investigated the problem of automatic knowledge acquisition from Wikipedia repositories. [22] leverages the tag vocabulary
extracted by Flickr to induce an ontology by using a subsumption-based model.
Since hierarchies have significant roles in the data annotation, indexing and exploration, they are often carefully designed.
[23], for example, makes a distinction between domain specific ontologies that capture concepts about a particular application do-
main and upper level ontologies that are domain independent. The authors identify various problems, including functionality, us-
ability, portability, and reliablity, that arise when using upper level ontologies. However, we see that, even for domain specific
ontologies or hierarchies, it may be necessary to restructure them in order to better reflect the specific content knowledge
(and improve the efficiency of the retrieval process). [24] addresses the problem of how to adapt a topic taxonomy in order to
reflect the change of a group's interest to achieve dynamic group profiling. In this work the authors assume that there is a se-
quence of edits that can lead the adaptation process and aim to identify this sequence of edits. Instead, in our paper, we consider
a holistic approach; instead of searching for a sequence of edits, we look for partitions that group the semantically related hier-
archy nodes in a given domain.
2.2. Faceted search and navigation
It is widely observed that the standard search interface (most of the times consisting of a text query box and a list of retrieved
items) is inadequate for navigation and exploration in large text collections. User interfaces which filter, group and organize re-
trieval results, on the other hand, have been demonstrated to be preferred by users [25] over the straight result-list model when
used for exploratory purposes [26].
A representation known as hierarchical faceted meta-data is becoming popular within the information architecture and enter-
prise search communities [27]. Faceted search, navigation and browsing [28,29], is a popular information filtering technique for
accessing a data collection represented using a faceted classification. A faceted classification system allows the assignment of mul-
tiple classifications to a data item, enabling the classifications to be ordered in multiple ways, rather than in a single, pre-
determined, taxonomic order. But, a considerable impediment to this meta-data approach (and therefore, the hierarchical faceted
meta-data) is the need to create a hierarchy that can effectively organize the information contents. For this reason, usually, the
meta-data structures are manually created by information architects [30]. While manually created meta-data is considered of
high quality, it is costly in terms of time and effort to produce, which makes it difficult to scale and keep up with the vast amounts
of new content being produced. In this paper, we describe ANITA, an algorithm that makes a considerable progress in automating
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meta-data adaptation. In fact, ANITA permits to generate domain-specific hierarchies by starting from existing generic taxonom-
ical meta-data structure.
2.3. Evaluation of taxonomies
Evaluation of the quality of automatically generated taxonomies is a very important and non-trivial task. In the literature,
many evaluation measures have been introduced. In [31], authors determine the precision of the clustering algorithm by manu-
ally assigning a relevance judgment to the documents associated to the clusters. In [32], authors use the F-Score to evaluate the
accuracy of the document associations (but the approach requires a ground truth, which is hard to determine in many cases). In
[33] authors perform a user study to evaluate the qualities of the relationships between concepts and their children and parent
concepts. In [5], authors measure the quality of the concepts by evaluating their ability to find documents within the hierarchy
(the “reach time” criterion measures the time taken to find a relevant document). In this paper, we use similar objective metrics
as well as subjective user studies to evaluate our distillation approach.
3. Narrative-driven taxonomy adaptation process
Given an input taxonomy H(C,E) (also called hierarchy in the paper) defined as a directed tree, where C={c1,…,cn} represents
the set of n nodes (also called concepts or categories) and E is the set of structural directed edges (where each edge represents an
ISA relationship between two nodes in C), our goal is to create an adapted taxonomy H′(C′,E′), based on a given context defined
by a corpus, D, of text documents.
As described before, ANITA relies on a “narrative” interpretation of the input taxonomy to achieve this goal; unlike the original
taxonomy, which is hierarchical, the narrative is linear, but created in a way that reflects the structure of the hierarchy.
A (linear) narrative, N(S), where S={s1,…,sm} is a sequence of sentences, is a permutation (possibly with repetitions) of the
set S. To obtain a narrative representation, NH(S), of a given hierarchy H(C,E), ANITA represents each concept ci∈C as a sentence
si∈S, which describes the concept ci in terms of other concepts in the taxonomy as well as relevant concepts emerging from the
corpus of interest. To obtain the narrative, NH(S), ANITA then selects a permutation (possibly with repetitions) that captures both
the structural information (coming from the original structure described by E) as well as the content of the considered corpus.
This alternative interpretation, which constrains the knowledge representation into a one-dimensional ordering of concepts
(with possible repetitions) helps segment the given taxonomy into groups of concepts that are similar to each other within the
given context. Experiments reported in Section 3.3.2 show that ANITA is able to leverage this narrative to improve the effective-
ness of the adaptation process with respect to more generic clustering-based approaches, which cannot represent the structural
context.
3.1. Step I: narrative view of a taxonomy
In this section, we first introduce the narrative interpretation and then describe the taxonomy adaptation process in detail.
3.1.1. Step Ia: concept-sentences
Whereas a taxonomy is a hierarchy of concept-nodes, a narrative is a sequence of sentences. Therefore, in order to create a nar-
rative corresponding to the taxonomy, we need to map concept-nodes of the input taxonomy into concept-sentences. What we
refer to as concept-sentences are not natural language sentences, but vectors obtained by analyzing the structure of the given tax-
onomy and the related corpus of documents. Intuitively, these sentence-vectors can be thought of as being analogous to keyword-
vectors commonly used in representing documents in IR systems.
Concept-sentences associate to each concept a coherent set of semantically related keywords, extracted from the associated
text corpus. Thus, for each concept ci in the considered hierarchy, we associate a sentence-vector s
→υci as
s
→υci ¼ wi;1;wi;2;wi;3⋯wi;v
n o
where v represents the total number of considered terms (the corpus vocabulary and labels in the taxonomy), and wi, j represents
the semantical correlations between the j-th term and the i-th taxonomical concept. Fig. 4 shows a sample taxonomy fragment
and Table 1 shows the corresponding sentence-vectors which include concepts from the taxonomy as well as keywords from
the data set.
Concept-sentences can be obtained in many different ways; [34,11,35,36] propose various approaches that leverage semantic
similarities between concepts in a given context for obtaining such vectors. In this paper, we use the approach proposed in [34]
(and reported in detail in Appendix A) to associate to each concept a keyword-vector, that integrates terms extracted from text
documents and labels of concepts obtained from the considered domain taxonomy. The resulting vectors reflect both the struc-
tural context (imposed by the taxonomy) and the documents content (imposed by the corpus).
3.1.2. Step Ib: sentence ordering
After the vector-based encoding of the concept-sentences, the next step is the creation of the narrative by selecting a permu-
tation (possibly with repetitions) which captures the structure of the taxonomy as well as the content of the considered corpus.
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Given a set, S={s1,…,sn}, of concept sentences corresponding to the input taxonomy H(C,E), where C={c1,…,cn}, the permutation
(with possible repetition)NH(S) needs to satisfy a set of constraints, implied by the structure ofH(C,E), for each (a) ancestor–descendant
and (b) sibling concept pairs in C.
3.1.2.1. Ancestor–descendant ordering. In this paper we consider three alternative ancestor–descendant ordering constraints: the
pre-order, parenthetical and post-order constraints.
• Pre-order constraints: a hierarchy (especially a concept hierarchy) is structured in a way that the most general concept is used as the
root of the hierarchy and the most specific ones are the leaves. In a sense, each node provides more specialized knowledge within the
context defined by all its ancestors. We leverage this aspect to define a narrative in which the sentences associated to the nodes of
the taxonomy are read in pre-order; i.e., given any ancestor and descendant pair in H, the ancestor appears earlier in the narrative, NH.
• Post-order constraints: in contrast, in this alternative, given any ancestor and descendant pair in H, the ancestor appears later in
the narrative, NH. This alternative generates a narrative in which the different concepts are presented bottom-up: after present-
ing the most specific concepts, their super-concept is narrated — any super-concept presented after the narration of its children
can be seen as summarizing the description of its sub-concepts.
• Parenthetical constraints: in this case, given any ancestor and descendant pair in H, the ancestor appears both before and after the
descendant in the narrative, NH. This implies that the ancestor is repeated twice in the narrative. Intuitively, the parenthetical
traversal is analogous to a narrative where each passage is presented with an introduction and goes in details until a general con-
clusion. In parenthetical traversal of the tree, each parent node is visited twice, representing both the general introduction and
the conclusion to the argument that the children specialize.
3.1.2.2. Distance-preserving sibling ordering. While pre-order, post-order and parenthetical traversals of the tree help us decide in
which order ancestors and descendants are to be considered, we also need additional information to choose the order in which
the siblings in the hierarchy are to be included in the narrative.
Let us consider a node c0 with m children {c1,c2⋯cm}. Our primary goal is to ensure that the narrative is ordered in a way that
reflects the similarities — or dissimilarities — among these m siblings (as well as their parent c0). In fact, in a narrative, each ar-
gument is introduced by smoothly contextualizing its topic (reporting before sentences that introduce it) and drifts to the other
topics by introducing and defining the context of the next argument. Therefore, each concept-sentence should be anticipated by
the concept-sentence that best introduces it and followed by the concept-sentence that can best deepen its knowledge. For
Table 1
(a) The sentence-vectors (sv), referred to the taxonomy fragment in Fig. 4, obtained applying the method described in [34] using the NSF document set (described
in Section 3.3.2). The sentence-vectors are ordered based on the corresponding weights which are omitted in the figure for clarity. Terms that are not in bold are
picked from the NSF document corpus.
s→υscience {science, student, education, physics, teacher ⋯}
s→υenviron: {environment, science, ecology, energy, earth ⋯}
s→υphysics {physics, quantum, particle, mechanics, theory ⋯}
s→υbiology {biology, energy, genetic, cell, ecology, student, biochemistry ⋯}
s→υenergy {energy, environment, electromagnetism, thermodynamics, conservation ⋯}
s→υoptics {optics, physics, light, science, radiation ⋯}
s→υmechanics {mechanics, physics, force, science, quantum⋯}
s→υ toxicology {toxicology, biology, department, student, science ⋯}
s→υmedicine {medicine, safety, disease, science, policy ⋯}
s→υnuclear {nuclear, cell, power, physics, particle ⋯}
s→υelectromag: {electromagnetism, interaction, physics, science⋯}
Science
Energy Physics Biology
Nuclear Toxicolology MedicineElectromagnetism Optics Mechanics
Environment
Fig. 4. A portion of a hierarchical meta-data structure about science, extracted from DMOZ.
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example, in Fig. 4 “biology” has two children, “toxicology” and “medicine”; if “biology” is more semantically related to “medicine”
than “toxicology”, we would like to order the narrative in such a way to preserve this information.
For this purpose, we first compute the distance matrix M based on the sentence-vectors corresponding to all m+1 concepts
(the parent and the m children)4:
M i½  j½  ¼ 1−sim s→υci ; s
→
υcj
 
:
Then, we use a distance-preserving embedding technique to map these concepts onto a one-dimensional ordering. In particular,
without loss of generality, we use multi-dimensional scaling (MDS [37]), to embed the concepts onto a 1-dimensional order. MDS
works as follows: given as inputs (1) a set of N objects, (2) a matrix of size N×N containing pairwise distance values and (3) the de-
sired dimensionality k, MDS tries tomap each object into a point in the k-dimensional space in such a way that the stress value
stress ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑i;j d′i; j−di; j
 2
∑i; j d2i; j
vuuut ;
where di, j is the actual distance between two objects oi and oj and d′i, j is the distance between the corresponding points in the
resulting k-dimensional space, is minimized. Therefore, by providing as input N=m+1 input concepts and k=1 target dimen-
sion, the resulting order of concepts would preserve the semantic ordering between the concepts as best as possible. We constrain
the stress minimization process in a way that forces the position of c0 at the beginning of the list. This way, the resulting order of
the children concepts will reflect the concept similarities with respect to the position of the parent concept in the narrative.
As an example, let us re-consider the taxonomy fragment presented in Fig. 4. In order to decide in which order the children of
“biology”, “medicine” and “toxicology”, should be included in the narrative, we first calculate a distance matrix, Mbiology, of these
three nodes (Table 2(a)). Then, we apply the (slightly modified) MDS algorithm to obtain the ordering of the children with re-
spect to the parent (Table 2(b)): first “medicine” is included in the narrative and, then, “toxicology”.
Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c) show the three distance preserving ordering approaches.
3.2. Step II: segmentation of the narrative
At this point the narrative is a sequence of sentences (or more precisely sentence-vectors), each including the information
coming from the structural knowledge (hierarchy) and the context knowledge (documents), defining a global discourse that
covers all the topics addressed by the taxonomy, according to the knowledge expressed by the contents.
In the next step, we analyze this narrative to identify segments (or partitions) that are highly correlated. The idea is that if, in
the given corpus, two concepts are highly correlated, they may not need two separate nodes in the adapted taxonomy. In contrast,
if there is a significant difference between two portions of the narrative, then these two portions (or segments) do necessitate
different concepts in the resulting taxonomy. In the literature, there are various techniques for segmenting a narrative into coher-
ent units. Textile [38,39] and Vectile [40] algorithms, for example, plot similarity scores (based on lexical co-occurrence and dis-
tribution analysis) of neighboring portions of the text. The dips (i.e., local minima) in the similarity curve correspond to regions of
the text where there is a significant change in the content. Therefore, these dips are identified as text segment boundaries.
In this paper, in order to partition the narrative s
→
υ1; s
→
υ2;…; s
→
υn into coherent segments, we use a similar strategy. More spe-
cifically, instead of searching for local minima of similarities, given the desired size, k, of the adapted taxonomy, we seek k parti-
tions with similar high internal coherence (defined in terms of the total amount of topic drift).
1. Given the narrative (i.e., ordered sequence of sentence-vectors), we first compare each pair of neighboring vectors, s→υi and
s→υiþ1 (1≤ i≤n−1) by computing their distance:
Δi;iþ1 ¼ 1−cos s
→
υi; s
→
υ iþ1
 
:
2. The sequence of vectors is then analyzed for topic drifting. We say that a topic drift occurs for a given segment of the narrative
when the degree of change between its starting and ending points is above a given threshold. If Segi, j denotes a segment from
the vector s
→
υ i and s
→
υj, the corresponding degree of drift is defined as drifti, j=∑h= ij−1Δh,h+1. A segment Si, j is said to be coherent
if it holds that drifti, jbλmax, where λmax ¼ drift1;nk is the coherence threshold, and k is the target size of the summarized taxonomy.
At the end of the process, we obtain a set of segments, or partitions, P={P1,P2,⋯,Pk} that represent sequences of coherent nar-
rative components. Note that, each partition is a sequence of concepts from the original taxonomy and defines a single concept in
the revised taxonomy.5
4 See Appendix B for more details regarding similarity computation.
5 Notice from Fig. 5(c) that, the parenthetical traversal introduces each parent concept twice; in this case, if a parent node is associated to two different par-
titions, it is removed from the partition whose drift value (with respect to neighbor nodes in the sequence) is higher.
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Let us reconsider the taxonomy presented in Fig. 4; based on the NSF data corpus (described in Section 3.3.2), the taxonomy is
partitioned in four groups of nodes (Fig. 6). The segmentation process also alters the structure of the hierarchy, since the relation-
ships among concepts could change from one domain to another one. For example, in a popular/scientific magazine context, two
concepts “nuclear” and “environment”may be strongly related, while in the context of a scientific professional journal, the concept
“nuclear” might be more rigorously related to the concept of “physics” (in fact, as shown in Fig. 7, when considering the NSF
awarded abstracts, “nuclear” has been connected to “physics”). Therefore, ANITA tries to preserve the original relationships
among concepts, but alters the structure when there is sufficient evidence in the corpus that a different structure would reflect
the content better.
3.3. Step III: taxonomy distillation from the partitions
In order to construct the adapted taxonomy from the partitions created in the previous step, we need to re-assemble the par-
titions in the form of a tree structure. Furthermore, for each partition, we need to pick a label that will be presented to the user and
will describe the concepts in the partition.
3.3.1. Step IIIa: partition linking
The adapted taxonomy, H′(C′,E′) with C′={c′1,…,c′k} (where each node c′i represents the partition Pi) should preserve the
original structure of H(C,E) as much as possible. Thus,
• the root of H′ is croot (1≤root≤k) such that the corresponding partition Proot contains the root node of H.
• Let us consider a pair, Pi and Pj, of partitions in P. The decision onwhether (and how) the corresponding concepts c′i and c′j should
be connected is based on the following analysis. Let Ei, j be the set of edges in E linking any concept in Pi to any concept in Pj.
Similarly, let Ej, i be the set of edges in E linking any concept in Pj to any concept in Pi. With the goal of preserving to the best
the structure of H, we measure the strength of the structural constraints implied by E in H, and we propose as our solution
the adapted taxonomy which maximally preserves such constraints.
Let e= 〈ca,cb〉 be an edge in H that connects two different partitions Pi and Pj (i.e. ca∈Pi, cb∈Pj). The strength of the structural
constraint e, strength(e), (i.e., the strength of the structural constraints induced by e) is 1+db, being db the number of descen-
dants of cb in H that also belong to Pj. Based on this, the decision of having the corresponding c′i as the ancestor of c′j is supported
by the strength of the structural constraints associated to the edges in Ei, j. Thus, the taxonomy H′, is constructed by maximally
preserving such constraints as follows:
1. create a complete weighted directed graph, GP(VP,EP,wP), of partitions, where
– VP=P,
– EP is the set of edges between all pairs of partitions, and
– wP(〈Pi,Pj〉)=∑ e∈Ei, j strength(e);
2. find a maximum spanning tree of GP rooted at the partition Proot.
In our running example shown in Fig. 6 the structural constraints imposed by the original hierarchy (dictated by the edges of
the taxonomy) may imply that the partition containing the concept “physics” (partition 3) should be attached to the partition 1
(containing the node “science”) or the partition 2 (containing the concept “environment”). However, as shown in Fig. 7, the pro-
posed approach decides to attach partition 3 to the partition 1, because the strength of this correlation is higher than the one
with partition 2 (3 structural constraints vs. 2). In Table 3, the strength of all the structural constraints among the partitions re-
trieved in Fig. 6 is shown.
For example, let us consider the taxonomy fragment and its partitions shown in Fig. 6. In the adapted hierarchy (Fig. 7), ANITA
picks as root the partition containing the root node (“science”). Then, the remaining three partitions have been attached to it by
analyzing the constraints given by the structural original edges.
Table 2
(a) The distance matrixM obtained using the sentence-vectors for the concept-nodes “biology”, “medicine” and “toxicology” and (b) the MDS-ordering of the chil-
dren of “biology”.
(a)
biology toxic. medicine
biology 0 0.4 0.2
toxicology 0.4 0 0.2
medicine 0.2 0.2 0
(b)
biology 1st
medicine 2nd
toxicology 3rd
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3.3.2. Step IIIb: Partition Labeling
In order to select a representative label for each partition we need to analyze the obtained partitions in the context of the orig-
inal structure. In order to pick a label for the node c′i associated to Pi, we consider the structural relationships in the original hier-
archy H among the nodes in Pi. If there is a concept cl∈Pi that dominates all the other nodes in the partition (i.e., ∀cj(≠cl)∈Pi cj is
a descendant of cl), then the label of cl is selected as the label for c′i. If there is no such single node, it means that Pi contains a pair of
nodes whose least common ancestor in the original hierarchy H does not belong to Pi. Intuitively, the pair belongs to two disjoint
subtrees of H in Pi: (a) since these subtrees belong to a single partition, in the given context, the corresponding root concepts are
not sufficiently distinguished from each other; on the other hand, (b) none of the root concepts can individually represent the
Science
Energy Physics Biology
Nuclear Toxicol. Medic.Electrom. Optics. Mechan.
Environ.
(a) Distance preserving Pre-Order
(b) Distance preserving Post-Order
(c) Distance preserving Parenthetical-Order
Science
Energy Physics Biology
Medic.Optics. Mechan.
Environ.
Science
Energy Physics Biology
Medic.Optics. Mechan.
Environ.
Toxicol.
Toxicol.
Electrom.
Electrom.
Nuclear
Nuclear
Fig. 5. The narrative order (denoted by the circled number) for the hierarchy presented in Fig. 4 based on a distance preserving pre-order, (b) distance preserving
post-order and (c) distance preserving parenthetical ordering approach.
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entire partition. Thus, to handle these cases where a partition contains multiple disjoint subtrees of H, we first identify all max-
imal subtrees of H in Pi and then concatenate the concept labels of the roots of these subtrees to obtain the partition label for Pi.
Fig. 7 shows an example.
Note that the time complexity of identifying the maximal subtrees in Pi is O(r×|Pi|), where |Pi| is the number of nodes in |Pi|
and r is the number of disjoint subtrees in Pi.
4. Evaluation
In our experiments, we used two different data sets: a corpus of news articles from New York Times (NY Times) data set 6
(∼64 K text entries with over ∼100 K unique keywords) and a set of scientific abstracts from National Science Foundation7
(∼50 K article abstracts describing NSF awards for basic research, with over ∼30 K unique keywords).
For each data set, we used a corresponding domain taxonomy extracted from the DMOZ categorization8 by considering the
most relevant terms, in the considered domains, extracted from the corpora. Specifically, we considered a taxonomy of science
(with 72 nodes) which we used to index the NSF abstracts, and geographical taxonomy (181 nodes), against which we classified
the articles from the NY Times. To increase the diversity of the input taxonomies we selected different subsets of these original
hierarchies by randomly removing some of their nodes. These modifications permit us to test the approach with diverse domain
hierarchies and also help avoid any bias that may be inherent in the original hierarchies; deletions of internal nodes of the struc-
ture can sensibly alter the hierarchy and provide different cases to consider.
Specifically, we created a total of 18 distinct taxonomies for each domain, obtained by removing anywhere between 10% to 60%
(with 10+ increments, three different cases per percentage) of the concepts of the consideredDMOZ taxonomy fragments.Moreover,
for each of them, we considered different target taxonomy sizes. The results in these Sections are averages for all these taxonomies.
PARTITION 4
PARTITION 1
PARTITION 2
Science
Energy Physics Biology
Nuclear Toxicol. Medic.Electrom. Optics. Mechan.
Environ.
PARTITION 3
Fig. 6. Narrative-based adaptation of the taxonomy fragment presented in Fig. 4: based on the structural constraints and the available contents, the hierarchy
nodes are grouped in 4 partitions.
6 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bag+of+Words.
7 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/nsfabs/nsfawards.html.
8 Accessible at the link http://www.dmoz.org/.
Nuclear & 
Electromagnetism & 
Physics
Biology
Science
Energy
unclassified
Toxicol. Medic.
unclassified
Optics Mechan.
unclassified
Environment
Fig. 7. Taxonomy reconstruction process: based on the partitions shown in Fig. 6(a) the taxonomy is reconstructed by linking the partitions to each other. Finally,
each partition is labeled by selecting a representative label.
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4.1. Effectiveness measures
As in [32], we are using the classification effectiveness as ameasure of taxonomyquality. In our experiments, for each concept ci in
the considered hierarchy, we obtain a set of associated documents Aci that bestmatch it through a classification process (Appendix C).
In order to better understand the behavior of ANITA under different settings and to compare its performance to other algorithms on a
concrete basis, we quantify the quality of the adapted taxonomies using the following three measures:
• Domain coverage: an important role of taxonomies in many applications is to help provide search and access to text documents.
Thus, it is essential that they properly reflect the content of the corpus. Given a corpus of documents D and a taxonomy H(C,E),
the coverage of D by H is defined by the percentage of documents in D that can be associated to at least one concept in C using
some classification process. Let Aci D be the set of documents associated to the concept ci∈C. We define the domain coverage
measure as
cover H;Dð Þ ¼
∪ci∈C Aci


Dj j :
The main idea of the proposed method is to minimize the loss in terms of domain coverage while we potentially reduce the
size of the given hierarchy. Thus, the higher the domain coverage, the more effective the taxonomy in covering the knowledge
expressed by the considered corpus.
• Redundancy: note that it would be trivial to increase the domain coverage simply by concatenating more and more labels. This
would not result in a desirable taxonomy. Therefore, we also define a redundancy measure
redundancy H;Dð Þ ¼ overlap D;Hð Þj j
∪ci∈C Aci


;
where overlap(D,H) returns the set of documents in D associated to at least two concepts in H. This formula quantifies the dis-
crimination power of the concepts in the resulting taxonomy, i.e., the degree of overlapping in the sets of documents associated to
different concepts. The lower the redundancy, the higher the discrimination power, and thus the more effective the taxonomy in
helping search and access text documents.
• Label term-length: finally, the label term-length (ltl) measure reports the average number of labels in the original taxonomy includ-
ed in the labels of the adapted hierarchy. Given two hierarchies which provide similar domain coverage and redundancy, a more
concise label is more desirable. Intuitively, a concept with a concatenated list of labels corresponds to a composite concept. Since
longer compositions will induce potentially more ambiguity than shorter compositions, we can argue that the more concise the
label length, the better is the label (of course as long as the domain coverage and redundancy stay intact). Ifwe consider for example
the adapted taxonomy fragment in Fig. 3(b), the composite concept “political economics & microeconomics & macroeconomics & fi-
nancial economics”, composed of 4 original labels, will be less precise than each individual concept in the list. Therefore, we roughly
quantify this ambiguity by counting the labels that compose each concept name. Thus, given an initial taxonomy H(C,E) and its
adapted version H′(C′,E′), length(labelc′i,H,H′) counts the number of original node labels in H that have been concatenated to
form the label of c′i in H′. Then, the label term-length is defined as
ltl H;H′ð Þ ¼
∑c′i∈H′ length labelc0i ;H;H
′
 
C′j j :
Table 3
Strength of the structural constraints among the partitions shown in Fig. 6. These values reflect the number of edges that will be broken if two partitions will be
not directly linked to each other.
strength of the structural constraints among the partitions
partition 1 partition 2 partition 3 partition 4
partition 1 – 0 0 0
partition 2 2 – 0 0
partition 3 3 2 – 0
partition 4 3 0 0 –
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In Sections 4.2 through 4.5, we present experiment results that rely on these three measures. In Section 4.6, we report the exe-
cution times. In Section 4.7, we then report user study results that quantify the impact of ANITA on the users' navigation experience.
4.2. Impact of the narrative orders
Tables 4 and 5 present the values of the effectivenessmeasures for the three proposednarrative orderings,with andwithout distance
preserving sibling ordering. The values are averages of the performance results for five different target taxonomy sizes (from 10% to 50%
of the original number of concepts, with 10+ increments).
From these two tables, we observe that sibling ordering results in slightly higher label term-length. This behavior is due to the
fact that the ordering of siblings is likely to lead to longer sequences of similar siblings, which will be concatenated if the sequence
does not contain the parent. It is important to note that this lengthening of the labels does not result in any increase in the redun-
dancy of the resulting taxonomies. In all cases, the versions with sibling ordering have significantly smaller redundancies than the
corresponding versions with the random ordering of siblings. The differences in terms of their domain coverages are negligible.
Considering the different traversal strategies, we observe that, for both data sets, parenthetical traversal provides lower redun-
dancies and lower label term-lengths. Parenthetical traversal also provides the highest coverages, especially when distance pre-
serving sibling ordering is used; intuitively, unlike pre- and post-order traversals where an internal nodemay be separated from a
sibling significantly in the narrative, this method provides a higher coherence for the retrieved clusters by ensuring that siblings
will always appear next to each other.
Thus, in the rest of the section, we only consider the parenthetical traversal with distance preserving sibling ordering.
4.3. Comparison wrt. the original taxonomy
In this section, we quantify howmuch difference in coverage and redundancy with respect to the original taxonomy occurs for
varying target taxonomy sizes. Fig. 8 shows the ratios between the considered effectiveness measures on the adapted and the
original taxonomies, referring to the NSF and NY Times data sets.
Fig. 8 shows that, for both data sets, the relative domain coverage is very close to 1.0 for adaptations with≥30% of the nodes; this
means that the adapted taxonomies can index the same amount of contents as the original taxonomies. As expected, the coverage
drops when the size of the adapted taxonomy is pushed further down, even though the label length increases to compensate for
this drop. Note that, despite this increase in the label lengths, ANITA is still able to lower the redundancy in the taxonomy, even
when the compression rates are lowered down to 10% range. Finally, note that the similarities between the NSF and NY Times redun-
dancy and label term-length curves on these charts highlight that the performance of ANITA in redundancy and label term-length is
largely independent of the data set. Onemajor difference among the two data sets is the coverage behavior: in the case of theNSF data
set, the original taxonomyappears to havemanyunnecessary nodes (i.e.,manynodes have very fewdocuments associated in the con-
sidered corpus and therefore are less useful for navigation purposes within the taxonomy); thus, the relative domain coverage stays
unaffected even when the target taxonomy has only 40% of the original nodes; after this point, there is a sharp drop implying that
most documents are represented by only few nodes in the original taxonomy. In contrast, in the NY Times data set, the drop in
Table 5
Impact of different narrative orders.
Context: NY Times corpus
cover. redund. Ltl
Pre-order (sibling ord.) 0.752 0.634 2.289
Parenth. (sibling ord.) 0.759 0.573 2.204
Post-order (sibling ord.) 0.755 0.612 2.277
Pre-order (no sibling ord.) 0.755 0.792 2.063
Parenth. (no sibling ord.) 0.758 0.789 1.966
Post-order (no sibling ord.) 0.756 0.792 1.809
Table 4
Impact of different narrative orders.
Context: NSF corpus
cover. redund. Ltl
Pre-order (sibling ord.) 0.123 0.551 1.724
Parenth. (sibling ord.) 0.128 0.510 1.681
Post-order (sibling ord.) 0.128 0.530 1.702
Pre-order (no sibling ord.) 0.125 0.729 1.423
Parenth. (no sibling ord.) 0.128 0.725 1.402
Post-order (no sibling ord.) 0.128 0.736 1.463
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coverage is slight, but relatively constant, indicating that (a)most of the taxonomynodes are significantly represented in the data set,
but (b) the documents have more geographical taxonomy nodes under which they can be classified. Note that a news article com-
menting about the war in Afghanistan may include the names of many nearby countries as well as countries that have sent military
support, resulting in the article being associated to many geographic nodes. In NSF abstracts, topics are more focussed and therefore,
while some concepts in the input taxonomy happen to have large numbers of associated documents, some other lack any.
4.4. Impact of document context in taxonomy adaptation
One of the key motivations of the proposed taxonomy adaptation approach is that a taxonomy that properly reflects the
knowledge expressed by the considered corpus of contents can more precisely guide the user for exploration of those documents
than another structure not properly informed about the corpus. In this section, we verify this hypothesis by comparing the effec-
tiveness of taxonomies obtained by considering the entire data set, D, to the effectiveness of those adapted considering D−D∗ for
a selected subset, D∗⊂D. We expect that having ignored D∗ during the adaptation process will negatively impact the effectiveness
of the resulting taxonomy in indexing D.
Thus, we consider the 18 original taxonomies and target taxonomy sizes between 10% and 70%. For each original taxonomy, H,
we compare the full corpus informed adaptations, H′ (obtained using the entire NSF data set, D), against H′¬bio and H′¬astr obtained
as follows:
• Each H′¬bio is a taxonomy uninformed about the documents concerning “biology”; i.e., it is adapted from the given Hwithout con-
sidering the set, Dbio, of documents containing the term “biology”.
• Similarly, each H′¬astr is a taxonomy uninformed about the documents concerning “astronomy”; i.e., it is adapted from the given H
without considering the set, Dastr, of documents containing the term “astronomy”.
Fig. 9 compares the effectiveness of H′ (referred to as “informed”) to the effectiveness of H′¬bio and H′¬astr (collectively referred to
as “uninformed”).
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Fig. 8. Domain coverage, redundancy, and label term-length ratio ( ANITAOriginal) curves using NSF data set and NY Times data set.
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The comparison in terms of domain coverage clearly demonstrates the benefits of using informed taxonomies instead of unin-
formed ones: in 78.6% of the cases the informed structure permits to obtain higher coverages (with an average gain of ∼10%).
Moreover, the benefit in terms of redundancy is also more evident, providing in 98.9% of the cases a lower redundancy in
terms of associated documents (with an average gain of ∼9%). Finally, in terms of label term-length, the informed clustering
tends to provide lower label-length (with an average gain of ∼12%). It is important to notice that, even in the small portion of
cases in which the uninformed approach reports better performances, its relative gains are similar to those obtained when the
informed approach reports better results.
4.5. ANITA vs. concept clustering methods
In Fig. 10 we compare the narrative-based partitioning approach against k-Means clustering, with k also being equal to the tar-
get taxonomy size requested from ANITA. In both cases, sentence-vector representation of the taxonomy nodes are used to sup-
port partitioning. Also, in both cases, once the partitions are obtained, the same taxonomy re-construction and labeling strategies
(described in Section 3.3) are used to stitch the taxonomy back.
In these experiments, we considered target taxonomy size between 10% and 70% (with 10+ increments). The results in Fig. 10
simply report the percentages of cases in which one approach provides better performances than the other; as it is possible to
notice, ANITA provides a clear gain in terms of lowering the amount of redundancy in the taxonomy (in 95.2% of the cases
ANITA provides lower redundancy, with an average gain of ∼14%). Moreover, ANITA also provides a gain in terms of domain cov-
erage (in 61.9% of the cases, with an average gain of ∼16%) and lower values in terms of label term-length (in 63.1% of the cases,
with an average gain of ∼22%), highlighting the global benefits of using the proposed adaptation approach. Again, it is important
to notice that, even when k-Means reports better performances, its relative gains wrt. ANITA are similar to the relative gains
obtained when ANITA reports better results.
Table 6 reports the results obtained by comparing ANITA against other clustering algorithms, such as EM, X-Means, and
Hierarchical-EM (Hierarchical-EM method applies EM clustering strategy to each sibling group). Since these algorithms do not
take target number of clusters as input, we first apply these algorithms and then use ANITA with the number of clusters returned
by them. As these results show, ANITA provides better results in terms of all measures against these alternative clustering strat-
egies; ANITA provides a clear gain in terms of lowering the amount of redundancy in the taxonomy in comparison to all the con-
sidered alternative approaches (up to 32% drop) as in terms of domain coverage (up to 14% increase) and provides lower values in
terms of label term-length (a reduction up to 6%).
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Fig. 9. Comparison in terms of Domain coverage, redundancy, label term-length between informed and uniformed taxonomies (NSF data sets). The values in pa-
rentheses are the average gains by the winning scheme.
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Fig. 10. Comparison in terms of Domain coverage, redundancy, label term-length between ANITA and k-Means (both data sets). The values in parentheses are the
average gains by the winning scheme.
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4.6. Execution time and complexity
For all the experiments we used an Intel Core 2CPU @2.16 GHz with 1 GHz Ram. The execution time is dominated by the initial
text processing and concept analysis (Section 3.1.1), which for these experiments was around 60 seconds for the scientific input
taxonomy of 72 nodes and 50 K NSF articles (and around 140 seconds for the geographical taxonomy of 181 nodes and 64 K NSF
articles). The adaptation process itself takes less than 0.1 seconds.
Let n be the length of the narrative (i.e., the number of nodes of the original taxonomy). The adaptation process is dominated
by the segmentation step described in Section 3.2, which
1. (a) fixes a starting point (dictated by the ordering process, Section 3.1.2);
2. (b) sequentially scans the narrative until the drift value is beyond the coherence threshold value;
3. moves the starting point to the first entry beyond the threshold. The segmentation process repeats these three steps until all
the elements in the narrative have been considered.
Note that each element in the narrative is accessed only once. Thus independently from the threshold, the cost is O(n). Note
that since the text processing is an off-line and one time process, the impact of the distilled taxonomies on the users' navigation
times is a more critical factor than the execution time itself. We study this next through user studies.
4.7. User study
In order to analyze the benefits of using an ANITA adapted categorization for text data indexing purposes, we also conducted a
user study (similarly to [41]) and evaluated the feedback of 16 users when exploring NSF text articles using different taxonomies.
The users represent various range of ages, backgrounds, jobs and education level and they have intermediate web ability (they are
not computer scientists or domain experts).
We presented to the users, three different taxonomies that indexed NSF documents: the original portion of DMOZ-extracted
taxonomy, with 72 concepts (described in Section 3.3.2), its ANITA-based adaptation with 13 concepts (with k randomly set to
13) and the k-Means based adaptation (with same value of k). In order to avoid bias in the evaluation of the presented taxon-
omies, we presented the 3 taxonomies to the user in a random order.
4.7.1. Experiment 1: search time and interaction counts
Given one randomly selected concept label extracted from the original taxonomy (different for each participating user), we
asked the users, for each presented taxonomy, to retrieve related documents by exploring the presented categorizations. There-
fore, we analyze the time and the number of interactions (in terms of expansions/collapses of the presented nodes in the taxon-
omies) the user needs to reach satisfactory documents. As reported in Table 7, ANITA adapted taxonomy reports gains in terms of
time (from an average of 23.5 s to an average of 9.7) and number of interactions (from 5.1 to 2.3) by reducing the number of
nodes the user has to navigate through. On the other hand it is important to note that, even if k-Means adapted taxonomy pre-
sents the same number of nodes as ANITA, it is not able to guide the user as well as ANITA adapted taxonomies do; the user
needs more time to find relevant documents (an average of 11.0 seconds) and also more interactions to retrieve the appropriate
contents (an average of 2.9 operations). Therefore, in case the user needs an adaptation of the taxonomy, we can state that ANITA
is not only able to reduce the cardinality of the selected taxonomy, but also organizes the concepts in such a way to facilitate the
retrieval operations.
Table 7
User study: average time and average number of interactions (clicks on the structure for expanding or collapsing nodes) per taxonomy, when the users explore
the structure to retrieve documents related to a randomly selected concept.
Context: NSF corpus
avg. time (sec) avg. num. of interactions
Original (72 concepts) 23.5 5.1
ANITA (13 concepts) 9.7 2.3
k-Means (13 concepts) 11.0 2.9
Table 6
ANITA vs. Hierarchical-EM (ANITAH−EM), EM (
ANITA
EM ) and X-Means (
ANITA
X−Means).
Context: NSF+NY-Times corpora
cover. ratio redund. ratio Ltl ratio
ANITA/H-EM 1.140 0.866 0.939
ANITA/EM 1.072 0.688 0.966
ANITA/X-Means 1.089 0.675 0.959
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4.7.2. Experiment 2: classification effectiveness
In this experiment, we aim to measure the effectiveness of different (original and adapted taxonomies) in supporting classi-
fication. For this experiment, we presented each user a randomly selected article (different for each user) from the NSF corpus of
documents. We then presented the user different taxonomies and asked to select those nodes (if any) that would best represent
the article in each taxonomy. Then, we used an automatic classification system (Appendix C) to associate the given article to con-
cepts in each taxonomy. Let di be an article and tj be a taxonomy and the set Utj(di) be the set of concepts selected by the user for di
relying on tj. Let also Atj(di) be the set of concepts selected by the automated system for di, relying on the information represented
in tj. We then define the precision-based and recall-based effectiveness of tj as
effprecision tj
 
¼ U
tj dið Þ∩Atj dið Þ
Atj dið Þ
effrecall tj
 
¼ U
tj dið Þ∩Atj dið Þ
Utj dið Þ
:
respectively.
The experiment results indicate that, for the original taxonomy, 67.7% of the user selected concepts were shared by the system
(i.e., recall is 67.7%), while the precision of the process had an average value of 60.7%.
The ANITA-based adapted taxonomy, on the other hand, was more effective both in recall and precision: ANITA-based adapted
taxonomies provided an average recall value of 68.7% (indicating that the quality of the taxonomy is as good as the original one
despite containing much smaller number of concepts) and, more importantly, increased the average precision value significantly
to 76.8%.
In these experiments, the k-Means based adapted taxonomy did not prove to be effective: its recall value was only 37.4% and
the average precision of the classification process was 52.5%, highlighting the fact that a naive re-structuring process (such as k-
Means) can cause a significant increase in terms of confusion and disorganization.
4.7.3. Experiment 3: subjective questionnaire measures
After the study, each user also completed a brief questionnaire which included two questions (“Is the taxonomy easy to use?”
and “Is the taxonomy sufficiently detailed?”); the users could quantify the responses using a 5-point scale ratings.
As shown in Table 8, the users reported that the ANITA adapted taxonomy was as “easy to use” as the original one (both 4.1)
while the k-Means adapted taxonomy was significantly harder to use (3.3). Moreover, even if the number of presented nodes was
dropped almost 80%, the users commented that, in terms of providing “sufficient details” (i.e., the number of alternatives), ANITA
adapted taxonomy provides a good range of details, close to the original one (3.6 vs 3.8). We can summarize these results as fol-
lows: as initially supposed, the original taxonomies, developed by domain experts for broad coverage of documents, provide un-
necessary details that can be removed without causing a loss in terms of contextual knowledge. On the other hand, a general
adaptation method such as k-Means, could introduce confusion and disorientation: the k-Means adapted taxonomy reduces
the “sufficiency” (only 2.6) and results in taxonomies that the users find harder to use (3.3 in terms of “easy to use”).
4.7.4. Statistical significance
In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the presented results, we performed the t-test, whichmeasures the difference
between the means of two or more groups and is generally used to verify that the means of two groups are statistically different
from each other. The results are shown in Table 9.
Table 9
P-values for the paired t-test for means; comparing user study results for ANITA-based taxonomies against original taxonomies and taxonomies obtained using a
k-Means based strategy. Results show that ANITA-based taxonomies are statistically significantly better than the original taxonomies in terms of the number of
interactions necessary to complete a task and the time taken; otherwise, there is no statistically significant difference in terms of classification accuracy, number
of alternatives, ease of use, or user preference between ANITA-based taxonomies and the original ones.
ANITA vs. original ANITA vs. k-Means
Reduction in num. of interactions 0.003 0.046
Reduction in time taken for task 0.00004 0.065
Classification accuracy 0.89 0.00003
Number of alternatives 0.33 0.0009
Ease of use 0.718 0.003
User preference 0.27 0.029
Table 8
Subjective questions in the user study: for each question, each user has quantified her opinion by a 5-point scale rating.
Context: NSF corpus
easy to use sufficiently detailed
Original (72 concepts) 4.1 3.8
ANITA (13 concepts) 4.1 3.6
k-Means (13 concepts) 3.3 2.6
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In terms of the number of interactions with the taxonomy to complete the given task (Subsection 4.7.1), ANITA taxonomies
are statistically significantly better than the original taxonomy as well as taxonomies created using k-Means (p=0.003 and
0.046, respectively). Here statistically significant means that the p-value is b0.05; i.e., that we are certain with confidence N95%
that the difference is not due to chance. In terms of average navigation time (Subsection 4.7.1), the hierarchies created by
ANITA are also statistically significantly better than the original hierarchies (p=0.00004). In addition, we have 93.5% certainty
that the improvements seen when using ANITA instead of k-Means based hierarchies are not due to chance (p=0.065).
As we would expect, in terms of classification accuracy (Subsection 4.7.2), there is no difference between ANITA taxonomies
and the original taxonomies(p=0.896). However, ANITA taxonomies are statistically significantly better than k-Means based tax-
onomies in terms of classification accuracy (p=0.00003). Also in terms of the provided alternatives (Subsection 4.7.3), there is no
difference between ANITA taxonomies and original taxonomies (p=0.33). However, ANITA taxonomies provide, again, better re-
sults than k-Means based taxonomies (p=0.0009).
In terms of ease of use (Subsection 4.7.3), we did not observe any difference between ANITA taxonomies and original taxon-
omies (p=0.718). However, ANITA taxonomies are statistically significantly better than k-Means taxonomies (p=0.003). Also in
terms of users' overall liking of the presented taxonomies (Subsection 4.7.3), there is no statistically significant difference be-
tween ANITA taxonomies and the original ones (p=0.27). However, ANITA taxonomies are statistically significantly better
than k-Means based taxonomies (p=0.029).
In summary, results show that ANITA-based taxonomies are statistically significantly better than the original taxonomies in
terms of the number of interactions necessary to complete a task and the time taken; otherwise, there is no difference in terms
of classification accuracy, number of alternatives, ease of use, or user preference between ANITA-based taxonomies and the orig-
inal ones. With respect to the k-Means based taxonomies, however, ANITA taxonomies are statistically significantly better in al-
most all objective and subjective measures. Even in the single case (time to task completion) where the p-value is above 0.05, we
have 93.5% confidence in that the reductions provided by ANITA taxonomies in terms of the user's navigation time with respect to
k-Means based taxonomies are not due to chance.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced A Narrative Interpretation of Taxonomies for their Adaptation (ANITA) for re-structuring existing
taxonomies to varying application contexts. The experimental results showed that the proposed technique can provide benefits
in terms of reducing the redundancies in the taxonomies if they need to be adapted (preserving also the domain coverages), and
the user studies also validated the approach from a user point of view.
It is important to notice that many uses of the proposed ANITA adaptationmethod are possible; for instance, ANITA can be used for
organizing documents on a per-query basis (i.e., considering only documents that are relevant for a given query), thus improving the
user search experience through large text collections. Our future researchwill include adaptation ofmore general ontologies (including
directed acyclic graphs) to enable adaptation ofmany commonly used ontologies, likeDMOZandWikipedia, to the users' foci of interest
and to their navigation devices. We will also investigate the impact of deeper natural language processing [42] of the input text collec-
tions to improve the understanding of the keywords considered in the process.
Appendix A. Sentence vector construction
In this Appendix, we describe how to create the sentence-vectors combining information coming from a structural analysis of
the relationships formalized in H with the analysis of the most frequent keywords appearing in the corpus of documents D.
Appendix A.1. Taxonomy vectorization
In order to support the creation of sentence-vectors, we map the concepts in the given domain taxonomy, H(C,E), onto a
concept-vector space. More specifically, given a taxonomy, H(C,E), with n=|C| concepts, we represent each concept node as a
vector c→υ with n dimensions such that each vector represents the semantical relationship of the corresponding concept node
with the rest of the nodes in the taxonomy. For this analysis step, we rely on the CP/CV mapping process proposed by [43].
Given a taxonomy, CP/CV assigns a concept-vector9 to each concept node in the taxonomy, such that the vector encodes the struc-
tural relationship between this node and all the other nodes in the hierarchy. In order to create these concept-vectors, each
concept-vector of the nodes is simply initialized by setting to 1 the weight corresponding to itself; i.e., considering the node ci
in the given hierarchy, the initial concept-vector of this node is
c
→
υci ¼ 0;0;…;1;…;0 ðA:1Þ
where the only non-zero weight is associated with the i-th dimension related to the node ci. The total number of dimensions is
equal to the number of the nodes in H(C,E).
Then, the process repeatedly enriches the concept-vectors of the nodes by enabling neighboring nodes to exchange concept
weights. The propagation of the weights works by adding to each concept-vector the weights of the neighbor ones (parent and
9 In the rest of the Appendix, we use the terms “concept-vector”, coined in [43], and “sentence-vector” we use in this paper interchangeably.
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children), multiplied by a propagation degree that sets howmuch information has to migrate from one node to the neighbors. The
propagation degree is computed in a way that reflects the local structure of the taxonomy [43].
This process is iterated until all nodes are informed of all the others. The necessary steps required by the propagation process
strictly depend on the depth of the considered hierarchy; for example, in a taxonomy of depth d, it is necessary to perform 2⋅d
iterations to inform all the concept about the entire structure [43].
Appendix A.2. Text document vectorization
In this step, given a data corpus D of text documents, we analyze and extract a representative document-vector for each of
them. Thus, each of the m=|D| documents is represented with a document-vector in which each component represents a key-
word. As usual, the keyword extraction includes a preliminary phase of stop-word elimination and stemming. The weight of
each keyword is computed using augmented normalized term frequency [44].
In short, given a corpus document di, we define the related document-vector as
→
di ¼ wi;1;wi;2;…;wi;υ
n o
ðA:2Þ
where v is the size of the considered vocabulary, and wi, j is the normalized term frequency of the jth vocabulary term in the ith
document, calculated as
wi;j ¼ 0:5þ 0:5⋅
tfi;j
tf maxi
where tfimax returns the highest term frequency value of the ith document.
Appendix A.3. Analysis of concepts describing a given document
For each document in the corpus, the concepts that best describe the document are those concepts whose similarities (as de-
fined in Appendix A.5) with the document are above an adaptively computed critical point (Fig. A.11). Intuitively, to preserve only
the documents with very high similarities, we associate a given document to a hierarchy concept only if their similarity is higher
than the average similarity of the documents that best match that concept.
More in detail, the steps of this discovery process are as follows [34]: For each document dj∈D we
1. consider the document-vector d
→
υ j
2. compute its similarity wrt. all the concept-vectors describing the given taxonomy.
sim c
→
υi;d
→
υj
 
¼ Σuk¼1cυi
→
k½   dυj
→
k½ : ðA:3Þ
Fig. A.11. The critical-point cut-off [34,45]: the maximum drop is the highest variation in the ordered list of weights (red mark). The average drop (between con-
secutive entities) is the average difference between those items that are ranked before the identified maximum drop point (yellow mark). The first drop which is
higher than the computed average drop is called the critical drop (green mark).
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3. sort the concept-vectors in decreasing order of similarity wrt. d
→
υj;
4. choose the cut-off point to identify the concepts which can be considered sufficiently similar; the method adaptively computes
this cut-off as follows: it
(a) first ranks the concepts in descending order of match to d
→
υ j, as previously calculated;
(b) computes the maximum drop in match and identifies the corresponding drop point;
(c) computes the average drop (between consecutive entities) for all those nodes that are ranked before the identified max-
imum drop point;
(d) the first drop which is higher than the computed average drop is called the critical drop. The concepts ranked better than
the point of critical drop are returned as candidate matches.
At the end of this phase, each document in D has a non-empty set of concepts associated to it.
Appendix A.4. Finding keywords that relate strongly to a given concept
The next step toward the sentence-vectors construction process is to discover the concept-keyword mappings using these as-
sociations identified in the previous step. In other words, in this phase, we find those keywords that relate strongly to the con-
cepts in the taxonomy.
Let c
→
υci denote the concept-vector corresponding to concept ci. We denote the set of documents described by the concept ci as
D
c
→
υci
. Notice that, in general, the sets of associated documents for different concepts are not disjoint, since the same document can
be assigned to multiple (similar) concept-vectors. Note also that, at the end of the process, some of the concept nodes of the tax-
onomy may not be associated as a descriptive concept to any of the documents in the database. For such concepts, the corre-
sponding sets, Ddesc, of associated documents are empty.
At this step, given a concept ci and the set,Dc→υci
, of associated documents, we search for the most contextually informative key-
words corresponding to this concept.
More specifically, we compute the degree of matching between the given concept and a keyword which occurs in the associ-
ated documents by treating
• the set of documents in D
c
→
υci
which contain the keyword as positive evidence of relationship between the concept and the key-
word within the given context, and
• the documents in the database containing the keyword but not associated to the concept as negative evidence against the
relationship.
Thus, considering a concept ci and its associated document, we aim to search for the most contextual informative keywords.
For this, we treat each document in the related association as a bag of words (containing the keywords extracted from the original
texts). Thus, as discussed in [46], we compute the degree of matching between the keyword and the concept by treating each doc-
ument contained in the association as a positive relevance feedback and each document containing the keyword but not in the
concept association as a negative relevance feedback against the relationship. In other words, this phase aims to find those key-
words that better characterize the concept in the data corpus. Therefore, given a concept-vector and a corresponding association,
this process aims to identify those keywords that are significant for the characterization of the concept in the given context.
Recognizing this, given a concept ci and a corresponding set of associated documents, Dc→υci
, we identify the weight, ui, j, of the
keyword kj relying on a probabilistic feedback mechanism [47]. Intuitively, given a concept in the taxonomy, the corresponding
sentence vector is considered as a “query” and the document associated to the concept is treated as a “set of results to this
query”. Then, given a keyword from the corpus, we treat each document in the associated set containing the keyword as a positive
“feedback” for that keyword. On the other hand, to prevent those keywords that are frequent in the corpus, but not related to the
given concept, from having high scores, we treat each document in the remainder of the corpus containing the keyword as a neg-
ative “feedback”:
ui;j ¼ log
ri;j
Ri−ri;jð Þ
nj−ri;jð Þ
N−nj−Riþri;j
0
B@
1
CA ri;j
Ri
−
nj−ri;j
N−Ri

; ðA:4Þ
where ri, j is the number of documents in Dc→υci
containing the keyword kj, nj is the number of documents in the corpus containing
the keyword kj, Ri is the number of documents in Dc→υci
; and N is the number of documents in the corpus.
It is important to notice that the first term increases as the number of the associated documents containing the keyword kj
increases, while the second term decreases when the number of the non-associated documents containing the keyword kj in-
creases. Therefore, keywords that are highly common in a specific association and not much present in others will get higher
weights.
For each concept, we consider all keywords contained in at least one document. We apply the adaptive cut-off (as explained in
Appendix A.3) to this set in order to select those keywords with the highest weights. Given concept ci, the selected keywords and
their weights are collected in a so-called extension-vector, l
→
υci .
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Appendix A.5. Merging concept- and extension-vectors
At this point, for each concept ci, we have two vectors: (a) the original concept-vector, c
→
υci , representing the concept–concept
relationships in the corresponding taxonomy and (b) the extension-vector, l
→
υci , consisting of keywords that are significant in the
current context defined by the corpus. In order to combine the concept and the collection extension-vectors, into a single
sentence-vector,
s
→
υci ¼ αci ⋅c
→
υci þ βci ⋅l
→
υci ; ðA:5Þ
we need to first establish the relative impacts (i.e. αci and βci) of the taxonomical knowledge versus real-world background
knowledge.
As defined previously in Appendix A.4, let D
c
→
υci
be the set of documents for which the concept ci is a good descriptive concept.
Also, given concept, ci, let
• A
c
→
υci
be the set of documents resulting from querying the database using the concept-vector, c
→
υci (Appendix C); and
• A
l
→
υci
be the set of documents obtained by querying the database using the extension-vector, l
→
υci (Appendix C).
We quantify the relative impacts, αci and βci, of the concept and extension-vectors, c
→
υci and l
→
υci , by comparing how well Ac→υciand A
l
→
υci
approximate D
c
→
υci
. In other words, if
• Cci ¼ Dc→υci∩Ac
→
υci
and
• Lci ¼ Dc→υci∩Al
→
υci
,
then we expect that
‖αci ⋅c
→
υci‖
‖βci ⋅l
→
υci‖
¼
Cci


Lci


: ðA:6Þ
If the concept and extension-vectors are normalized to 1, then we can rewrite this as
αci
βci
¼
Cci


Lci


: ðA:7Þ
Also, if we further constrain that the combined-vector c→lυci is also normalized to 1,
‖αci ⋅c
→
υci þ βci ⋅l
→
υci‖ ¼ 1; ðA:8Þ
then, solving these equations for αci and βci, we obtain:
αci ¼
Cci


Cci

þ jLci j
and βci ¼
Lci


Cci

þ jLci j
: ðA:9Þ
Thus, given a concept, ci, we can compute the corresponding sentence-vector as
s
→
υci ¼
Cci


Cci

þ jLci j
⋅c
→
υci þ
Lci


Cci

þ jLci j
⋅l
→
υci : ðA:10Þ
Appendix B. Measuring semantic similarities
In our work, we need to measure similarity of a pair of concepts or a concept to a document.
The sentence-vectors associated to concepts provide a convenient representation for this purpose.
Similarity of two concepts
[43] showed that cosine similarity (measuring the angles between the vectors) among concept-vectors leads to highly precise
similarity measurement across concepts within the taxonomy; comparisons against other approaches on available human-
generated benchmark data [48,49] showed that this provides better concept similarity measurements (in terms of the correlation
of the resulting concept similarity judgments to human common sense). Thus, in this paper, without loss of generality, we use this
approach to measure the semantic similarity of a pair of concepts using the corresponding sentence-vectors.
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Similarity of a concept and a document
We also measure the similarity between a concept and a document similarly by comparing the concept's sentence-vector to the
document-vector. However, before computing the cosine similarity of the two vectors, we first need to unify the vector space of
the concept and the vector space of the document. The unification of the spaces consists in unioning dimensions in the given ones,
and representing every vector in the new extended space by setting to 0 the values corresponding to those dimensions that were
not appearing in the original vector space, while keeping all the other components unchanged. (b) Once the process is completed,
both vectors are mapped into the same vector space and similarity can be computed by comparing these vectors [50].
Appendix C. Sentence-vector based classification of documents
For classification of documents under concepts in a given taxonomy, we leverage similarities between the corresponding
sentence- and document vectors (Appendix A.5).
The classification process is performed by calculating the cosine similarity between each document-vector (containing terms
frequency information) and the concept-vectors, in the same terms space. Finally, for each concept, we pick those text documents
with similarity higher than a threshold value (calculated adaptively as described in Appendix A.3).
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